
AFFINITY–COPPER/D2

PACK HATCHET 
–SAGE GREEN

JUKEBOX–MARBLE

WINGTIP MODERN FOLDING 
–SAGE GREEN

WINGTIP MODERN FOLDING 
–GREY

AYAKO FOLDING POCKET 
– SILVER

FLATIRON FOLDING CLEAVER D2 
–MICARTA BLUE

SUMO FOLDER FE–BLACK

Affinity is an EDC knife with class. Built with double-windsors and 3-pieces in mind, the 
Affinity is the right accoutrement for any black tie affair. Simple ergonomics and barrel 
construction create a clean and fresh look, while the pop of color pinch plate provides 
a striking aesthetic breakup on the steel frame lock. The thumb stud on the Affinity is 
adjustable to meet the ergonomic desires of many different sized hands, while easy 
access to the frame lock makes operation a breeze

The Jukebox is a modern twist to an old school classic. Paying homage to the knives 
used by barbers with an everyday carry appeal, this knife leaves an impression with 
a full edge blade that is easily deployed for the total EDC package.

The Wingtip is a compact, in-pocket carry knife with a slip joint open and closing 
mechanism designed to open and close without fiddling. Its small, concealable size allows 
it to be carried inside your pocket with minimal distraction and maximum usability.

The Wingtip is a compact, in-pocket carry knife with a slip joint open and closing 
mechanism designed to open and close without fiddling. Its small, concealable size allows 
it to be carried inside your pocket with minimal distraction and maximum usability.

For a compact tool, the Pack Hatchet delivers 
an impressive amount of function. Exaggerated 
finger grooves in the handle allow for incredible 
edge control while choking up to handle detail 
work and precise cuts.

The Ayako’s slender design, married with its smooth aluminum scales, takes 
pocketability to the next level. Add in the swagger with which the knife carries 
itself and the Ayako is quickly set apart as an EDC hero. Taking notes from 
modern Japanese design and heritage friction folders, the product crosses 
centuries of design and packs a punch. 

This pocket knife is built for utility with a cleaver blade in a folding 
application. The FlatIron pocket folder features a robust 3.6 inch blade, a 
textured handle, and a sturdy frame lock design. The reverse curvature of the 
knife’s spine keeps knuckles away from the cutting surface, allowing the user 
to cut and chop with precision. 

The Sumo means business. Covertly nesting in a pocket, emerging with 
authority. This oversized knife is as assertive as it gets. Swinging freely with 
a pivot lock mechanism, this easy-to-operate folder is a detailed piece of art. 
Ceramic coated liners deliver a pop that draws attention, and layered G10 
delivers a pallet for ergonomic interaction.

SKU: GE30001869

PRICE $77.00 (INC.)

SKU: GE31003789

PRICE $89.00 (INC.)

SKU: GE30001671

SALE $68.00 (INC.)

SKU: GE30003720

SALE $47.00 (INC.)

SKU: GE31003717

SALE $47.00 (INC.)

SKU: GE30001667

SALE $59.00 (INC.)

SKU: GE30001795

SALE $82.00 (INC.)

SKU: GE31003927

SALE $82.00 (INC.)
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GATOR™ AXE WITH SAW COMBO II

REMIX TACTICAL FOLDING KNIFE 
TANTO–BLACK

E-Z OUT SKELETON  
- SERRATED

DOWNWIND ULU 
–BLACK

Perfect for the outdoor adventurer, this compact all-conditions axe offers great utility 
and a surprising addition. With a longer handle than the original and a forged steel 
head, the Gator axe has optimal striking force. The grippy handle also houses a coarse 
blade handsaw.

The undeniable focus of the minimal design, the circular ring in the handle provides 
intrigue as well as additional stability while in use. With a corrosion resistant serrated 
edge blade, the Remix is a surprisingly tough addition to your daily routine.

Profoundly versatile and easy to use, this knife is meant to tackle your daily life. With a 
rugged polycarbonate handle that also has SoftGrip inserts, this handle offers superior 
grip. Easily deploy the blade with a well-placed cutout, as the name suggests.

The Downwind Series is a nod to the aesthetics of the past, with the materials of modern 
day. The Ulu design is meant to navigate the task of breaking down large game in the 
field, featuring large blade surface and an ergonomic handle design to ease fatigue. 
Maximize time and energy with this unique tool that provides deep, sweeping cuts.

SKU: GE2241420

PRICE $114.00 (INC.)

SKU: GE31003641

PRICE $71.00 (INC.)

SKU: GE46751N

PRICE $79.00 (INC.)

SKU: GE30001823

PRICE $75.00 (INC.)
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